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PO Box 350713
Westminster, CO 80035

Phone303-477-4544
Fax 303-455-1689

Troy Talbert
October 5, 2011
The Laurent Clerc Educational Fund of Colorado, dba Rocky Mountain Deaf
School
via TTalbert@uwbank.com
RE: 10.8 Acre parcel on the SEC of S. Wright Street Rd. and Warren Ave,
Dear Mr. Talbert:
I have completed the limited summary appraisal report on the above
captioned property, and it is included with this letter. The interest valued is
fee simple title, and all persons that assisted with the report are
acknowledged within it. I believe that the report conforms to USPAP and
your guidelines, but if you need additional information, please feel free to
contact me.
The property is appraised in its condition as of the date of the report;
September 28, 2011. The appropriate marketing time for the subject
property is estimated to be 24-36 months. The “as is” value of the subject
property is $900,000, subject to the hypothetical condition that the property
has been approved for use as residential land by the city.
Any further reports, testimony, or other professional services, will
result in additional fees at a min. rate of $100/hour, min. $100 fee.
Sincerely,

Steven E. Miller
Colo. Gen. Cert. CG01317389
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General Summary Appraisal Report
This is a Summary Appraisal Report, which is intended to comply with the reporting
requirements set forth under Standards Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice for a Summary Appraisal Report. As such, it presents
only summary discussions of the data, reasoning, and analysis that were used in the
appraisal process to develop the appraiser’s opinion of value. Supporting documentation
concerning the data, reasoning, and analysis is retained in the appraiser’s file. The depth
of discussion contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the
intended use stated below. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of this
report.
CLIENT:

The Laurent Clerc Educational Fund of Colorado dba Rocky Mountain
Dear School

VALUE CONCLUSION:

$900,000 “As is” subject to the hypothetical
condition that the land is approved for use as residential development land by the city.

DATE OF VALUE CONCLUSION: September 28, 2011
APPRAISER:

Steven E. Miller, SRA
Certified General Appraiser 1317389

BORROWER: N/A
SUBJECT ADDRESS: TBD, an 10.8 acre parcel of land on the SEC of S. Wright
Street and Warren Ave., Lakewood, Colorado 80215
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: TBD, Key 18, section 29 Twn 4 Range 69W, County of
Jefferson, State of Colorado

PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL: The purpose of this appraisal is to provide the
appraiser’s best estimate of the market value of the subject real property as of the
effective date of the report. Market value is defined by the federal financial institutions
regulatory agencies as follows:
Market value means the most probable price which a property should bring in a
competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and
seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by
undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition are the consummation of a sale as of a
specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby:
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Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their
own best interests;
(3) A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
(4) Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial
arrangements comparable thereto; and
(5) The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by
special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by any one associated with
the sale. (Source: Office of the Comptroller of the Currency under 12 CFR, Part 34,
Subpart C-Appraisals, 34.42 Definitions <f>.)
(1)
(2)

SCOPE OF THE APPRAISAL: The subject property was inspected and analyzed
for its physical and functional characteristics, and its competitiveness in the marketplace.
Governmental agencies were contacted to ascertain property tax data, zoning regulations,
and flood plain information. Subject information was obtained through various
interviews with the purchaser. No environmental study was available. A contingent and
limiting condition of the report is that there are no surface or subsurface environmental or
soils conditions. If information altering the previous statement arises, the value
conclusion is subject to change.
After analyzing external and physical characteristics of the property, a highest and best
use “as if vacant” is performed. Then an analysis of highest and best use “as improved”
is performed. Then the three approaches to value are done (i.e. the cost, sales
comparison, and income approaches), unless one or more of these approaches is not
appropriate. All comparable sales are inspected between the date of inspection of the
subject, and the issuance of this report. Comparable sales were confirmed from two
sources.
Various external data sources are used, including the MLS, public records, Experian
reports, and Costar reports, etc. Brokers and various real estate experts were polled about
market conditions, comparable sales, lease rates, etc. All of these sources are believed to
be reliable by the appraiser.
The various value conclusions are then reconciled into a final value estimate by the
appraiser. This value is for the fee simple estate. The appraiser meets the competency
provision of USPAP for the scope of this work, as well as the state requirements
necessary to complete this assignment.

INTENDED USE: This report is prepared for the client to determine market value for
the property.

INTEREST VALUED: Fee Simple Title
CURRENT OWNER: Jefferson County School District R1
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PURCHASE AGREEMENT SUMMARY: This parcel is under contract for
$900,000. The purchaser has looked at numerous sites in the west metro area, and
discovered that most of them are priced over $2/sf. Most of the other sites had
commercial potential, however. The purchaser is looking for a location to build a school,
so they are looking at land that is zoned residential or commercial. See table in addenda
of other sites that they are considering at this time.

LISTING INFORMATION: The subject is not currently listed for sale.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF VALUE: September 28, 2011
DATE OF REPORT: October 5, 2011
OWNERSHIP HISTORY: A history search was performed for the subject property
in public record information. There are no prior sales recorded for this parcel.

TAXES:

2010/ Exempt Owner

ASSESSORS PARCEL NUMBER: 49-291-00-001
CENSUS TRACT: 104.06
CONTINGENT HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS: The subject parcel has no
legal description, or survey. The report is contingent on a legal description being created
that describes the 10.8 acre parcel that is described in this report. It is owned by the
school district and was intended for school use in 1977 when it was given to the district.
It has remained vacant ever since. The value conclusion in this report is subject to the
hypothetical condition that the city approves its use as residential development land.
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APPRAISAL DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING PROCESS
In preparing this appraisal, the appraisers:
(1) Inspected the subject site and the exterior and interior of the improvements;
(2) Gathered and confirmed information on comparable land sales, comparable improved
sales, and income information of similar properties. This information is applied in
sales comparison, income and cost approach to arrive at an indication of value.
This Summary Appraisal Report is a brief recapitulation of the appraiser’s data, analysis,
and conclusions. Supporting documentation is retained in the appraiser’s file.
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DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISED
Market Description:
Subject is located in the city of Lakewood, in Jefferson County. The neighborhood is
bounded by the foothills on the west, 6th Ave on the north, Hampden Ave. on the south
and I-S. Wadsworth on the east.
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Area Development:
The subject area is located in the southeast Denver metro area, in Lakewood and
unincorporated Jefferson county. This area is mostly residential, but it has low areas
along Bear Creek which are Parks and recreational uses, and I-70 cuts across the
northwest corner of the neighborhood. Devinney Elementary School and Dunstan
Middle Schools are 3 Blocks northwest of the site.
Here is an aerial photo of this location.

The subject parcel is the lighter brown colored parcel. Adjacent uses to the site are all
residential. Wright Street does not go through to Auburn on the south at this time. The
Park on the north and east sides of the parcel is a ravine, with pedestrian trails and natural
landscape. The golf course to the south is Bear Creek Golf Course.
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Subject Site Description:
Land Area
The subject site is an irregularly shaped parcel that contains 10.8 acres. Here is the
county plat map with the subject parcel in the center.

Accessibility
The site is currently accessed from S. Wright Street, but there is no curb cut.
Utilities
The city of Lakewood provides water and sewer. They are available in the adjacent
street, but it is unknown if they have the capacity for increased usage. Xcel Energy
provides electricity and natural gas to the property.
Other utilities such as telephone and cable TV are available in the area.
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Topography
The topography of the site is relatively level. The land drops off into the gulch to the
east.
Easements
Usual utility easements are probable. No titlework available for review. No survey has
been done yet, or platting of lots.
Environmental Hazards
No phase one is available and no historical information is known about the sites.
Purchaser and lender are advised to seek professional help in this area.
Soils
No soils report has been made available to the Appraiser.
Wetlands
Unknown.
Drainage/Detention
Development will need to install a detention area along any future development of the
site.
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Zoning
According to the city of Lakewood, the zoning of the site is PD, which has defined uses
for this site. The PD has not been reviewed for this report, but it is assumed that this was
set aside for a school site.

Subject
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Floodplain
Please refer below for a flood plain map. According to the map 08059C0295E, dated
6/17/2003, the property is in Zone X which is not in a flood plain.
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Improvements Description:
There are no improvements on the site at this time. Site improvements are proposed,
such as interior utility lines, streets, detention areas, etc.
Photos of the site follow;
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Subject from west side

Dead end of Wright Street to the south
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From SWC looking across site

Wright street along side of subject parcel.
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Interior of site

north end of site looking at Hutchison Park
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Interior of site looking south

North end of site looking at Hutchison Park Playground
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE
“Highest and best use” is defined as:
“The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property
which is physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and
that results in the highest value. The four criteria that the highest and best use
must meet are legal permissibility, physical permissibility, financial feasibility,
and maximum profitability.”
Source:

Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Fourth Edition

Highest and best use as though vacant: The highest and best use as though vacant would
consist of residential uses that current zoning regulations allow. An amended PD or new
PD would need to be approved by the city, and the county would need to cooperate, as
they would be losing a school site.
Highest and best use as improved: N/A
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SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Sales Comparison Approach
Market Information:
Land sales have been very slow in this area over the last 2-3 years. There are a number of
listings of larger sites, but few sales. The reason for this is the slow market for the
finished product. Here is a look at land and finished lot sales since over the last 3 years.
Note that there have only been 55 sales in the last 3 years, but that there are currently 103
listings. This indicates a more than 5 year supply based on this activity. The average
price per acre includes finished lots, not just raw land.

Low
Average
$55,000
$13,000

Price

Listings
Sales

Price/Acre

Listings
Sales

$421,396
$305,480

Listings
Sales

491
254

Days on
Mkt
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Count
$2,860,000 103
$1,242,000
55
103
55
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SALES COMPARISONS

On the following pages is information regarding the sales and listings that are the most
comparable to the subject including pictures and detail specific to each property. Below
is a table with some information about the sales. A location map of the comparable sales
is on the next page.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Planned Lots
Address
TBD Eldridge Ave.
5418 State Hwy 93
19000 W. 58th
8800 W. Jefferson
Finished Lots
Address
S. Loveland St.
5077 S. Allison
11475 W. Mississippi
9395 W. Auburn
13950 W. Center Dr.
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Price
Acres
1/18/2011 $1,242,000
23.57
5/15/2011
$406,000
10.55
2/18/2011
$850,000
15.03
12/21/2010
$510,000
4.62

Use
SFD
SFD
SFD
SFD

Price/sf
$1.21
$0.88
$1.30
$2.53

Lots
69
21
45
1

Price/Lot
$18,000
$19,333
$18,889
$510,000

DOS
Price
Acres
6/2/2010
$525,000
1.54
1/6/2010
$55,000
0.15
9/19/2011
$49,000
0.22
Listing
$135,000
0.35
Listing
$189,900
0.31

Use
SFD
SFD
SFD
SFD
SFD

Price/sf
$7.83
$8.42
$5.11
$8.85
$14.06

Lots
7
1
1
1
1

Price/Lot
$75,000
$55,000
$49,000
$135,000
$189,900
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Sales Comparable Map
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Comparable Sale One

Address:

TBD S. Eldridge
Morrison, Colorado 80403

Sales Price:

$1,242,000

Price per Square Foot:
Price per Unit:

$1.21
$18,000

Date of Sale:

1/18/2011 (502 DOM)

Grantor:

Harvey Silverman Foundation

Grantee:

KB Home Colorado Inc

Sales History:

No prior sales in records

Improvements:

None

Lot Size:

23.57 Acres
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Other:
69 platted lots, construction has started on new homes. The
base prices for the new homes range from $255,000 to $294,000.

Plat Map:
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Comparable Two

Address:

5418 State Highway 93
Golden, Colorado 80403

Sale Price:

$406,000

Price per Square Foot:
Price per Unit:

$.88
$19,333

Days on Market:

Now listed for $950,000 ($2.07/sf and $45,238/unit)

Seller:

US Bank

Grantee:

John Mal

Sales History:

5/15/2011 sold for $406,000 after a foreclosure 3/3/2011.
Prior sale for $850,000 2/29/2008.

Improvements:

property has a 2292 sf house on it that was built in 1954

Lot Size:

10.55 Acres
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Other:
During foreclosure the land was listed for sale for
$950,000. Listing agent says that up to 21 houses could be built on the site. It is on the
hillside of N. Table Mountain, which could present some soils problems for new
construction. New subdivision to the north has homes built in the last 10 years that sold
for prices of $460,000 to $1,075,000 and an average of $567,287.
Plat:

Site is the one with an 8 on it.
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Comparable Sale Three

Address:

19000 W. 58th Ave.
Golden, Colorado 80403

Sales Price:

$850,000

Price per Square Foot:
Price per Unit:

$1.30
$18,889

Days on Market:

N/A

Seller:

Argentine Mine LLC

Grantee:

Wild Horse Land Investment LLC

Sales History:

No prior sales

Improvements:

None, preliminary plat for 45 lots

Lot Size:

15.03 acres
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Other:
Land is currently a horse arena at the entry to an existing semi
custom home subdivision (the same one that comp 2 is next to).
Plat:

Sale is three parcels, the one highlighted, and the narrow one on the west and north sides
of it and the triangular parcel at the bottom.
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Comparable Four

Address:

8800 W. Jefferson Ave.
Lakewood, Colorado 80235

Sales Price:

$510,000

Price per Square Foot:
Price per Unit:

$2.53
Not platted

Date of Sale:

12/21/2010

Seller:

Karen Losaw

Grantee:

David Caldiero

Sales History:

Sold 2/10/2006 for $695,000 (27% decline in value)

Improvements:

Adjacent to site; property has a well. Backs to golf course.

Lot Size:

43,560 sf

Other:

Storage shed, some trees.
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Plat:

Lot is lighter colored one with a 003 on it.
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Comparable Sale Five

Address:

TBD S. Loveland St.
Lakewood, Colorado 80228

Sales Price:

$525,000

Price per Square Foot:
Price per Unit:

$7.83
$75,000

Days on Market:

N/A

Seller:

Wall Custom Homes LLC

Grantee:

Carma Lakewood LLC

Sales History:

New lots

Improvements:

Internal streets and utility lines

Lot Size:

1.54 acres total, 7 finished lots

Other:
One of several sales of finished lots in the Solterra
Subdivision. Carma sold these lots to Wall, but Wall decided not to build, so they sold
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them back to Carma. Carma has sold other finished lots in this subdivision to Infinity
Homes and Cardel Homes over the last 2 years for $91,000/lot. Avg. lot size is 6,000 sf.
There are a couple of custom home sites listed for $135,000 at this time. Houses in this
subdivision range from $507,000 to $1,785,000 with an average of $923,937.
Plat:
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Comparable Six

Address:

5077 S. Allison Way
Lakewood, Colorado 80123

Sales Price:

$55,000

Price per Square Foot:

$8.42

Date of Sale:

5/17/2010

Seller:

MSSW Inc.

Grantee:

John Russo

Sales History:

Sold 4/8/2010 for $180,000 as part of a larger sale

Improvements:

Finished lots

Lot Size:

6403 sf

Other:
One of three sales of finished lots in a partially built out
subdivision near Grant Ranch. Sites backing to the Lake have houses on them that sold
several years ago, but the rest of the project has been very slow to sell out. It is a patio
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home project that will be gated eventually. Homes in this subdivision range from
$523,000 to $834,737, with an average of $607,865.
Plat:
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Comparable Seven

Address:

+/- 11475 W. Mississippi Ave.
Lakewood, Colorado 80232

Sales Price:

$49,000

Price per Square Foot:
Price per Unit:

$5.11
$49,000

Date of Sale:

9/19/2011

Seller:

Lakewood Housing Authority

Buyer:

Unknown

Sales History:

No prior sales

Improvements:

None, adjacent to busy street

Lot Size:

9,685 sf
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Other:
This sale is not available in public records yet. The list
price was $69,000. It was on the market for 157 days. Mississippi has a traffic light just
west of the site 150+/- yards on S. Union Blvd.
Plat:

Subject is lot 13.
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Comparable Eight

Address:

9395 W. Auburn Ave.
Lakewood, Colorado 80227

List Price:

$135,000

Price per Square Foot:

$8.85

Date of Sale:

N/A- 49 days on market

Owner:

Russell Smith

Buyer:

N/A

Sales History:

owned since 1977

Improvements:

None

Lot Size:

15,246

Other:
1 of 3 adjacent lots listed for sale. Located in a finished
subdivision. Lots slope up sharply from the street.
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.
Plat:

All three lots are for sale (3, 4 and 5) for $135,000 each.
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Comparable Nine

Address:

13950 W. Center Dr.
Lakewood, Colorado 80228

List Price:

$189,900

Price per Square Foot:

$13.95

Date of Sale:

N/A 834 Days on Market

Owner:

Betty Stevens

Buyer:

N/A

Sales History:

More than 10 years

Improvements:

none

Lot Size:

13,609 sf

Other:
In a finished neighborhood, up on the side of Green
Mountain, good views of city lights to the east.
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Plat:

Subject

Lot 3.
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Here is a summary of the sales comparables-

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Planned Lots
Address
TBD Eldridge Ave.
5418 State Hwy 93
19000 W. 58th
8800 W. Jefferson
Finished Lots
Address
S. Loveland St.
5077 S. Allison
11475 W. Mississippi
9395 W. Auburn
13950 W. Center Dr.

DOS
Price
Acres
1/18/2011 $1,242,000
23.57
5/15/2011
$406,000
10.55
2/18/2011
$850,000
15.03
12/21/2010
$510,000
4.62

Use
SFD
SFD
SFD
SFD

Price/sf
$1.21
$0.88
$1.30
$2.53

Lots
69
21
45
1

Price/Lot
$18,000
$19,333
$18,889
$510,000

DOS
Price
Acres
6/2/2010
$525,000
1.54
1/6/2010
$55,000
0.15
9/19/2011
$49,000
0.22
Listing
$135,000
0.35
Listing
$189,900
0.31

Use
SFD
SFD
SFD
SFD
SFD

Price/sf
$7.83
$8.42
$5.11
$8.85
$14.06

Lots
7
1
1
1
1

Price/Lot
$75,000
$55,000
$49,000
$135,000
$189,900

Analysis
As is evident from the table, the range of the unadjusted sales prices per square foot
varies from $.88 per square foot for raw land through $2.53. For a finished lots the prices
ranged from $5.11 to $14.06/sf for a lot with a view of the city. The following discussion
details the modifications that have been made to adjust for the differences between the
subject property and the comparables.
Comps 1, 2 and 3 are the most similar to the subject, and don't require adjustment for
finish. Comp 1 was a sale to a new home builder that builds starter homes. It is located
next to the access road for C-470, so the location is less desirable for the residents, but it
gives good visibility for the Home Builder. Comp 2 was a distressed sale by a Bank for a
parcel that was listed for twice as much as the sale, and sold for twice as much in
2008($1.85/sf). Comp 3 is a lot next to a finished subdivision, but without any interior
improvements. Comp 4 is a large parcel sale that has the potential to be subdivided at
some future point. The prices per sf for these parcels ranged from $.88 to $2.53. The
most similar parcels were; comp one, which sold for $1.21/sf, but was in a slightly less
desirable location, comp 2 which sold undistressed for $1.85/sf, and comp 3. A value of
$1.75/sf is therefore indicated for this section, or $825,000 rounded.
The other comps are all finished lots in this area. They range in price from $55,000 to
$189,900 for a single lot, or $510,000 for a very large lot that could be subdivided in the
future. Comp 5 was the low sale in the Solterra Subdivision, most lots sold for $91,000.
That subdivision is all high end custom and semi custom homes, however. From these
costs, a value for the hypothetical finished lots can be developed. In the table below is an
analysis that shows this exercise.
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Finished Lots

5
6
7
8
9

Adj.
DOS
Price/lot Location Size Total
Value Ind.
6/2/2010
$91,000 -25.00%
0% -25.00% $68,250.00
1/6/2010
$55,000
0.00%
0%
0.00% $55,000.00
9/19/2011
$49,000
20.00% -10% 10.00% $53,900.00
Listing
$135,000
0.00% -15% -15.00% $114,750.00
Listing
$189,900 -25.00% -15% -40.00% $113,940.00
Avg
$81,168.00
Say
$75,000
Costs
$25,000
Dev.
35% Profit
$26,250
Net
$23,750
4/Acre
$95,000
$/sf
$2.18

Address
S. Loveland St.
5077 S. Allison
11475 W. Mississippi
9395 W. Auburn
13950 W. Center Dr.

This table shows the finished lot sales and listings. The average finished lot value after
adjustments is $81,168/lot, but that includes the two listings, so a finished lot value of
$75,000 is selected. From that, the development costs of $25,000 per lot is deducted,
along with 35% for soft costs and developer profit, showing a net value for the land at
$23,750/lot. At four lots per acre (net of roads, detention areas, and greenbelts) the value
indicated is $2.18/sf for the land raw. This indicates a value for the site as $1,025,000
(rounded).
Finally, a cost per site is evaluated that is related to the average price of the houses built
on the site. Some of the comps are in subdivisions that have current or recently
completed houses. Here is the ratio of the raw land costs to the completed house costs for
those comps-

1 TBD Eldridge Ave.
2 5418 State Hwy 93
3 19000 W. 58th

Avg. Home
Price
Price/Lot Ratio
$275,000 $18,000
6.55%
$567,287 $19,333
3.41%
$567,287 $18,889
3.33%

Comp 1 was a starter home area, and comp 2 was a distressed sale in a semi- custom
home area. That property is currently listed at twice the amount shown above. A
reasonable ratio would therefore be 5%.
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A search of home sales in the Green Mountain area over the last 2 years showed
an average price of $262,661, and a high price of $445,000. If one increases the average
sales price by 25% to compensate for physical depreciation, the average price for a house
new in this area would be $328,326. A search of the new project just south of the subject
shows that Richmond Homes is building new houses priced from $560,000 to $600,000.
The subdivision that Richmond is building in is more expensive than the subject
subdivision, but it does show an acceptance of higher prices in this location. The subject
site is therefore considered to have the potential for new homes priced at $500,000 +/-.
Five percent of this amount would be $25,000 per lot for the raw land. Estimating 4 lots
per acre, or a total potential of 43 lots, the estimated value for the raw land would be
$1,075,000 (rounded).
Here is a recapitulation of the value indicators;
Sales of raw land-- $825,000.
Sales of finished lots, less development costs- $1,025,000
Residual value to raw land from local sales- $1,075,000.

RECONCILIATION
The best indicator of value is the raw land sales, but there are only 3 of them, and one
was distressed. The sales of finished lots involves a lot of speculative adjustments, so it
is less reliable. The residual lot value based on average prices in this area, and typical
raw land costs in current developments is also a good value indicator.

Final Value Estimate $900,000 "as is" (subject to the approval by the
city of a residential development similar to the existing development in this
neighborhood)
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
1. This is a Summary Appraisal Report, which is intended to comply with the reporting
requirements set forth under Standard Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice for a Summary Appraisal Report. As such, it might
not include full discussions of the data, reasoning, and analysis that were used in the
appraisal process to develop the appraiser’s opinion of value. Supporting
documentation concerning the data, reasoning, and analysis is retained in the
appraiser’s file. The information contained in this report is specific to the needs of
the client and for the intended use stated in this report. The appraiser is not
responsible for unauthorized use of this report.
2. No responsibility is assumed for legal or title considerations. Title to the property is
assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated in this report.
3. The property is appraised free and clear of any or all liens and encumbrances unless
otherwise stated in this report.
4. Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed unless
otherwise stated in this report.
5. The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However, no warranty
is given for its accuracy.
6. All engineering is assumed to be correct. Any plot plans and illustrative material in
this report are included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property.
7. It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property,
subsoil, or structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is
assumed for such conditions or for arranging for engineering studies that may be
required to discover them.
8. It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local
environmental regulations and laws unless otherwise stated in this report.
9. It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been
complied with, unless nonconformity has been stated, defined, and considered in this
appraisal report.
10. It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy or other legislative
or administrative authority from any local, state, or national governmental or private
entity or organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which
the value estimates contained in this report are based.
11. Any sketch in this report may show approximate dimensions and is included to assist
the reader in visualizing the property. Maps and exhibits found in this report are
provided for reader reference purposes only. No guarantee as to accuracy is
expressed or implied unless otherwise stated in this report. No survey has been made
for the purpose of this report. No survey has been made to the purpose of this report.
12. It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements is within the
boundaries or property lines of the property described and that there is no
encroachment or trespass unless otherwise stated in this report.
13. The appraiser is not qualified to detect hazardous waste and/or toxic materials. Any
comment by the appraiser that might suggest the possibility of the presence of such
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substances should not be taken as confirmation of the presence of hazardous waste
and/or toxic materials. Such determination would require investigation by a qualified
expert in the field of environmental assessment. The presence of substances such as
asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, or other potentially hazardous materials
may affect the value of the property. The appraiser’s value estimate is predicated on
the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that would cause a
loss in value unless otherwise stated in this report. No responsibility is assumed for
any environmental conditions, or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required
to discover them. The appraiser’s descriptions and resulting comments are the result
of the routine observations made during the appraisal process.
14. Unless otherwise stated in this report, the subject property is appraised without a
specific compliance survey having been conducted to determine if the property is or
is not in conformance with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
The presence of architectural and communications barriers that are structural in
nature that would restrict access by disabled individuals may adversely affect the
property’s value, marketability, or utility.
15. Any proposed improvements are assumed to be completed in a good workmanlike
manner in accordance with the submitted plans and specifications.
16. The distribution, if any, of the total valuation is this report between land and
improvements applies only under the stated program of utilization. The separate
allocations for land and buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other
appraisal and are invalid if so used.
17. Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of
publication. It may not be used for any purpose by any person other than the party to
whom it is addressed without the written consent of the appraiser, and in any event,
only with proper written qualification and only in its entirety.
18. Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to
value, the identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected)
shall be disseminated to the public through advertising, public relations, new sales, or
other media without prior written consent and approval of the appraiser.
19. Personal property was not valued in this report.
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CERTIFICATION
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:

1. The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
2. The reported analysis, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional
analysis, opinions, and conclusions.
3. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this
report and I have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.
4. My compensation in not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or
direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate,
the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.
5. This appraisal was not based on a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation,
or the approval of a loan.
6. My analysis, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared in conformity, with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice.
7. I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
8. No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report,
except as indicated in the report.
9. The reported analysis, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has
been prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional
Ethics and the Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.
10. The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating
to review by its duly authorized representatives.
11. As of the date of this report, I have completed the requirements of the continuing
education program of the Appraisal Institute.
12. I have not appraised this property in the last 3 years.

Steven E. Miller, SRA
Cert. General 1317389
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